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Buying Guide

Classroom partitions are a convenient and cost-effective way to separate different areas within a single space.
Effortlessly create flexible yet distinct areas for learning, playing and more with portable room dividers.

School Outfitters Tips
Some partitions can absorb up to 45%
of sound, which is helpful in shared
classrooms or when separating
learning and play areas.

Be sure to choose a classroom divider
with no gap between the floor and
panels if your learning environment
has small children that may try to
crawl underneath the fixture.

Solid panels signal to others that
privacy is desired and reduce
distractions during tests or other
activities. A clear partition panel
makes communication easy.

Folding room dividers can be
compactly stored and are suitable
for flexible classrooms. Non-folding
panels are ideal for spaces that
aren't rearranged often.

Consider how often room dividers will
need to be moved. Self-leveling and
lockable heavy-duty casters provide
extra mobility and some partitions
can be attached to a wall.

Partitions made with fabric panels
can be used to hang paper and
other decorations. Whiteboard
panels can be used for lessons
and extra information.

Types of Room Dividers & Portable Partitions
Display Panel Partitions
Multi-functional and stylish display panel partitions offer a number of ways to separate
spaces. Hang art and signs on fabric room divider panels, use a magnetic tempered glass
partition wall to write out and discuss ideas or lessons or make social distancing decorative
with a patterned partition. Each panel room divider screen is designed with a sturdy base
and made with durable materials. Create long displays in hallways or large rooms with
convenient multi-unit connectors and lock single panels to keep partitions steadily in place.
These versatile room dividers are ideal for art shows, classrooms, offices and more.
Shop Display Panel Partitions

Wall-Mounted Room Dividers
For shared spaces, wall-mounted room dividers are a convenient way to separate areas
without having to deal with installing cumbersome ceiling rail tracks. These partitions can
be attached to the wall using the included hardware and just as easily removed when
needed. The durable metal frame and heavy-duty casters are designed to withstand
frequent use as these folding room dividers are open and closed for classes. Available with
both fabric and vinyl surfaces, push pins and tacks can be used to hang papers or
decorations at any time while whiteboard room divider panels can be added for even more
versatility. An optional scotch-guard coating can keep the room divider wall protected from
stains for years.
Shop Wall-Mounted Room Dividers

Clear Room Dividers
Separating spaces within a room to meet social distancing guidelines is easy with clear
room dividers. Educators and students can view their entire classroom without compromising safety. A clear single panel room divider can also allow communication between
guests and the front desk in an office or library. Some styles have writable surfaces or
partially covered sections to provide a bit of privacy. Choose between stationary models
and mobile partitions that feature heavy-duty casters. Clear room divider screens are
durable and designed with health and safety in mind.
Shop Clear Room Dividers

Preschool Partitions
School room dividers designed for preschool and elementary students are a colorful
option for separating areas. For very young children, interactive preschool room
dividers are ideal as they are low to the ground and designed to withstand rough
handling. Classroom room dividers with wheels are extremely versatile and can be
easily moved. Some mobile room dividers can teach kids their primary colors or
provide space for classroom books. Most options are folding room dividers, so they
can be compactly stored when they aren’t in use.
Shop Preschool Partitions
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Table Screens
School desk partitions are easy to set up and provide extra protection to students in
classrooms. Made with durable plastic and wide viewing windows, students can use
these dividers year-round without issue. Many styles can be folded and carried to other
spaces such as the library, while some designs work as group table guards to protect
students from spreading germs in collaborative classrooms. Affordable, reusable and
easy to clean, desktop dividers are a simple solution to social distancing in the
classroom.
Shop Table Screens

Certifications
GREENGUARD Gold Certified
GREENGUARD Gold Certification is GEI's second tier of certification. Products that are
GREENGUARD Gold Certified meet an even lower level of chemical emissions plus
health-based criteria for additional chemicals. GREENGUARD Gold products meet in the indoor
air quality needs of sensitive environments like schools, daycares and health care facilities.
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